Abstract-We describe and demonstrate a time-domain boundary-element method for numerical computation of wake fields. The accelerator structure is modeled with a surface mesh, and the wake field is easily split from the self fields of the source particles. The formulation for three-dimensional structures is introduced first, followed by two formulations for axisymmetric structures. We briefly describe methods for computing the wake potential in a boundary-element code. Finally, we compare the fully axisymmetric formulation with codes based on the finite integration technique ( 
I. INTRODUCTION C HARGED particle beams traversing in accelerators interact with the surrounding structures to generate electromagnetic fields, known as wake fields. These wake fields act back on the beams, and disturb the motion of the beam itself and the following beams. As a result of the interaction, collective beam instabilities [1] that limit the maximum beam current are caused. Therefore, a good understanding of wake fields is required in order to achieve the optimal operation of an accelerator.
A practical way of calculating wake fields in realistic structures is to use numerical methods. Wake fields can be described by the Maxwell equations, and also by Kirchhoff boundary integral equations. For the two master equations, there are corresponding numerical methods, the Finite Integration Technique (FIT) [2] and the boundary element method (BEM) [3] . FIT has been widely used in conventional studies of the wake fields. For time domain calculation of wake fields, however, FIT has some problems such as numerical gird dispersion, the staircase approximation. Up to now, several approaches [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] were proposed to solve their problems. On the other hand, there are a few works on wake field computation with BEM, e.g., a frequency domain approach by Yokoya [9] , boundary integral formulation based on the Hertz vectors by Miyata [10] . In this paper we propose the Time Domain Boundary Element Method (TDBEM) as one more possibility for time domain wake field computation. The TDBEM is based on the retarded Kirchhoff's boundary integral equations of electric and magnetic fields. In these equations, the total electromagnetic fields are explicitly split into the self-fields of the beams in free space and the wake fields
In addition, numerical mesh is generated only on boundary surfaces. In other words, no numerical mesh exists inside the volume surrounded by the surface. This allows us to easily treat a structure with curved boundaries, and the motions of charged particle beams with curved trajectories.
II. TIME DOMAIN BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
The TDBEM has been actively discussed in the fields of antenna analysis. Many discussions have been done mainly for numerical instabilities [11] [12] [13] and computation cost of calculation and memory [14] , [15] . At the first part of this section, we briefly summarize these problems.
A. Time Domain EFIE and MFIE
In the following formulation, our discussion is focused on wake field analysis. So, we shall consider a coupled problem of moving charged particles and a structure with perfectly conducting walls. When the beam self-fields and illuminate the structure, the surface current density and the surface charge density are induced on the boundary surface since the boundary conditions of the perfect conductor must be satisfied. The current and the charge produce secondary electric and magnetic fields in the outer region of the structure. The electric fields and the magnetic fields are then described by the following Kirchhoff's boundary integral equations in time domain (see Appendix A or [16] ):
(1)
0018-9499/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE (2) where is the observation point in the bounded analytical region, is the point on the boundary surface, is the retarded time denoted by is the unit normal vector on the boundary surface, and denotes the normal component of the electric fields on the boundary surface . The integrand and correspond to the induced surface current density and charge density, respectively. The current density and the charge density are related each other by the continuity equation: (3) Note that the current and charge densities in the integrands depend on not only the position but also the retarded time .
Equations (1) and (2) are called as the electric field integral equation (EFIE) and the magnetic field integral equation (MFIE), respectively. The first terms are the retarded fields for continuous charge distributions or the Lienard-Wiechert fields for point charges. The second terms can be interpreted as wake fields excited by the electromagnetic interaction of the self-fields and the boundary surface of a structure.
B. Discretization of Time Domain EFIE and MFIE
In order to explicitly define the direction of the surface current, we introduce the locally orthogonal coordinate systems on the boundary surface. In these coordinate systems we can express the surface current as follows: (4) where and are the -component and the -component of the surface current density, respectively. In addition, for simplicity of introducing this explicit definition, we assume here that a topology of numerical model is homotopic to torus 1 , as in Fig. 1 . This means that the boundary shape of numerical model is deformable from torus.
As the first step of the TDBEM formulation, we transform (2) into integral equations suitable for numerical calculations. With the explicit component expression as introduced above, we obtain finally the following two boundary integral equations (this derivation is demonstrated in Appendix B):
(5) 1 The formulation described below can be applied for general structures in which the model of topology is not homotopic to torus, if it is possible to explicitly define the direction of surface current on the boundary, as in (4). (6) where (7) and are the tangential components of magnetic fields corresponding to unit vectors and defined on the boundary surface, respectively. A set of the boundary integral equations (5) and (6) is discretized with the following numerical procedure: A structure with the boundary surface is discretized by planar quadrilateral facets and the time axis is divided into constant segments . The surface currents located on the boundary elements are linearly interpolated spatially and temporally. The time derivative is approximated by backward finite difference. As a result of this procedure, we can transform (5) and (6) into the following matrix equation: (8) where denotes an unknown vector which consists of tangential components of magnetic fields on the boundary elements at time denotes a coefficient matrix determined by the boundary integral of (7) and (8) on is the total number of the matrices, is a given vector calculated from the inner products of the tangential unit vectors and the self-fields. Fig. 2 gives an overview of the matrix equation (8) . By solving (8) at each time step, the surface current density and charge induced on the boundary surface of an accelerator structure can be obtained iteratively.
Once the boundary values over all time steps are calculated, the wake fields at any position in the bounded domain can be obtained from (1) and (2) .
The numerical stability of the time domain scheme (8) depends on the relation between and the minimum facet size or the maximum facet size . The matrix is a diagonal for , and therefore inversion of the matrix is very easy. This is usually called explicit scheme, which is often unstable. On the other hand, the matrix is nondiagonal for , and then inversion of becomes a complicated procedure such as the LU decomposition. This scheme is called implicit scheme, which tends to be more stable than the explicit scheme [13] . We adopt the implicit scheme for stably simulating wake fields in time domain, although it is costlier than the explicit scheme. In the iteration procedure of (8) using the implicit scheme, only at the first time step the LU decomposition is required, and after the second time step only the backward and the forward substitution procedures are executed for the matrix inversion, since the matrix do not depend on time.
C. Fully 3-D Simulation Scheme
The straightforward use of the matrix equation (8) for fully three-dimensional wake fields has a difficulty of large required memory. Note that one of the matrix-vector multiplications in (8) has a structure as shown in Fig. 3 , we can estimate the required memory for (8) as follows: if is the number of discretization in one dimension, is the total number of the matrices, and thus the total memory size is Byte in double precision float calculation. As an example, the required memory size reaches about 10 T Byte for . However, due to the retarded time in the time domain MFIE, a range of surface integrals are limited in striped shape area with the width . Thus, the coefficient matrices become very sparse, as shown in Fig. 2 . This fact enables us to reduce the required memory size. Storing only nonzero components of the matrices, we can compress the matrices as in Fig. 4 . The memory size then becomes about 380 GB for the above example . 
D. Axis-Symmetric 2-D Simulation Scheme
In many practical cases, accelerator structures often have axis-symmetry. In this section we consider axis-symmetric wake fields.
Under the assumption of axis-symmetric fields, (1) and (2) are simplified to (9) (10) Then, the induced surface current has no azimuthal components, so the total number of the unknown values is considerably decreased. For the same example , the required memory size of this formulation is 64 MB, which is a reasonable size even in a standard PC.
E. 2.5-Dimensional Simulation Scheme
When a beam moves on a trajectory with an offset to the axis in a structure with axis-symmetry, the boundary values (the surface current and charge densities) no longer have axis-symmetry. Unlike the fully 3-D simulation scheme, for this case the element array of each matrix included in (8) has cyclic patterns [17] , [18] .
To show this we shall consider the relation between relative position of a pair of boundary elements and matrix element allocations (Fig. 5) . A boundary integral of (2) with respect of a pair of elements A and A' is same value as one of B and B', because the boundary integrals depend only on the distance and the inner products between the vector and local unit vectors . Therefore, a matrix array pattern has cyclic symmetry as in Fig. 6 , and thus we need to store only the first row among boundary elements with same radius.
By taking into account this cyclic symmetry and the sparseness of Fig. 4 , all the matrices can be effectively compressed as shown in Fig. 7 . We shall call this scheme as 2.5-D simulation scheme. In fact, the total memory size of a matrix equation using this scheme is 1.9 GB for , which can be treated in super computers.
III. WAKE POTENTIAL CALCULATION IN THE TDBEM
The wake potential [19] is one of important values for estimating the collective beam effects due to the wake fields. The wake potential calculation in the framework of the TDBEM is presented in this section.
The wake potentials are defined as an integral over the wake field force along a secondly test particle following the first particle traversing an accelerator structure with the same velocity and the transversal coordinates parallel to the -axis, at a distance behind (11) For fully three-dimensional structures, we will use the direct integration according to this definition. The wake fields to be integrated in (11) can be then obtained from the boundary integral terms of (1) and (2) .
For axis-symmetric structures, the infinite integration range in (11) can be transformed into a finite range with the Napoly's indirect integration method [20] . Especially, selecting the integration path along the boundary surface of a structure as shown in Fig. 8 , one can calculate the wake potentials from electric and magnetic fields ( , and ) on the boundary surface, i.e., directly from the boundary values calculated with (8). Thus, for this case it is not necessary to calculate the fields inside the structure. On the other hand, we can also use an indirect integration path across the region inside the structure, e.g., a straight path over a gap of the structure along the beam tubes [21] , as shown in Fig. 8 . For such integration paths, an additional computation of the inside fields is required in the TDBEM, and numerical calculation of the wake potentials will suffer from degradation of accuracy of the fields due to the singularity of the boundary integral equations in the vicinity of the boundary.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to check numerical results of the TDBEM, we show several numerical examples for axisymmetric 2-D structures, fully 3-D one, and 2.5-D simulations. Fig. 9 shows a numerical model of a pillbox cavity (gap length cm, cavity radius cm, tube radius cm, wall depth cm) and the cross-section. Short-range (a) and long-range (b) longitudinal wake potentials of a Gaussian bunch (r. m. s length cm, charge pC) moving with light velocity on the -axis (symmetry axis of rotation) are shown in Fig. 10 . We can find good agreements of the TDBEM with FIT and analytical approach [22] for short and long range wake potentials. Fig. 11 shows time signals of electric and magnetic fields calculated at two reference points inside the cavity. Good agreement between TDBEM and FIT is confirmed in the field values inside the cavity, too.
A. Axisymmetric 2-D Simulation 1) Pillbox Cavity:
2) TESLA Cavity: To show numerical simulations of a structure with curved surfaces, a single cell of the TESLA cavity [23] (Fig. 12) is treated here. Longitudinal wake potentials of a Gaussian bunch with mm and nC moving with light velocity on the axis for several different mesh sizes are shown in Fig. 13 . The TDBEM simulation results are compared with those of the code ECHO, which is based on FIT. We can see that the TDBEM results converge to the ECHO result as mesh resolution ( is the maximum mesh size) is increased. In Fig. 14, good agreements between the TDBEM and the ECHO results in long-range wake potentials for the two different of 3 mm and 6 mm are demonstrated.
In these simulations we use the parallelization scheme introduced in [24] . 
B. 2.5-D and Fully 3-D Simulation
Even if parallel computing environments are available, it is difficult to perform fully 3-D simulations and 2.5-D ones for complicated structures because very large storage memory and long CPU time are required for their simulations. We therefore use a simple model of a disc-type axisymmetric structure (inner radius mm, outer radius mm, wall depth mm) for the verification of their schemes. To obtain the wake potentials in this case, the direct infinite integration must be used 
V. CONCLUSION
The TDBEM schemes for wake field analysis of fully 3-D and axisymmetric structures have been presented in this paper. In addition, a way to use the Napoly's indirect integration of wake potential calculation in the framework of the TDBEM has been discussed. In order to verify TDBEM-based wake field calculations, the axisymmetric 2-D scheme has been checked by numerical simulations for typical cavities, and compared with mode analysis and FIT. Moreover, the convergence of the axisymmetric 2-D scheme has been also checked in the short-range wake potential, and then it has been confirmed that TDBEM is free from numerical dispersion. In addition to the axisymmetric 2-D scheme, the 2-5D and 3-D schemes have been checked for modest examples. These schemes have advantages in wake field computations: simple modeling of curved surfaces using a surface mesh, no numerical dispersion error due to no mesh inside regions, and easy treatment of the motion of charged particle beams.
As near future works, consideration of the Napoly's indirect integration for the transverse wake potentials, and a treatment of a finite conductivity of the structure wall are still remaining. Especially TDBEM formulations of resistive material region are now under consideration, and the formulation will be changed to a composite region of vacuum and resistive material, or hybrid formulation of TDBEM and FIT, etc.
Moreover, as another future work, there are applications of the 2.5-D and 3-D schemes to wake fields on the bunch moving with curved trajectories, including shielding or cutoff by perfectly conducting structures with arbitrary shapes, such as in coherent synchrotron radiation shielded by bunch compressors or drift tubes. APPENDIX A Electromagnetic fields in vacuum can be determined from a vector potential and a scalar potential :
When we are interested in charged particle beams moving in a vacuum region surrounded by perfect conductors, the electromagnetic fields on the surface must satisfy the boundary conditions.
(A3) (A4)
On the other hand, the electromagnetic potentials satisfy the following wave equations for the vector and scalar potentials:
where is the permittivity of free space, is the permeability of free space, and light velocity . As shown in [16] , all components of the vector potential can be taken to be zero on the surface with an appropriate gauge transformation. That is, we have (A7) Using (A1), (A3) and (A7), we can also find (A8) For a time domain boundary integral equation formulation, we use the Green's theorem on the four-dimensional time-space for any scalar functions and as follows: (A9) where is four-dimension region under consideration and is the closed surface of is an infinitesimal four-dimensional volume, is its three-dimensional sub space, and is the outer normal infinitesimal surface element vector on :
where is the outer normal infinitesimal surface element vector on . If the region and the boundary are unchangeable in time, we can decompose as denotes at and , respectively). We also use the following retarded Green function as a fundamental solution of the wave equation:
where is the Dirac's delta function. Substituting and , and into and of (A9), respectively, we obtain finally
where the retarded time is defined by (A14)
is the tangential components of the vector potential on the boundary, is a function due to gauge transformation, and denotes the outer normal derivative on . Note that the third terms with respect to vanish in the calculation of and by (A1) and (A2). Then, the second terms of (A12) and (A13) are directly related to the surface charge density and the surface current density on the perfect conductor boundary as follows:
where and satisfy (A17) By substituting (A12) and (A13) into (A1) and (A2), we can obtain the following Kirchhoff's integral equations:
(A18) (A19) Therefore, (1) and (2) can be obtained from (A18) and (A19) using (A15) and (A16).
APPENDIX B
In the locally orthogonal coordinate systems as in Fig. 1 , magnetic fields and the vector in (7) can be decomposed into their components as follows:
(A20) (A21) Combining (A16) and (A20), we find (A22) where and . By substituting (A21) and (A22) into (2), we have (A23) Finally, taking the inner products of (A23) with the tangential vectors , respectively, we obtain (5) and (6) .
